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Abstract 

Multi-agent Systems consist of a group of autonomous (intelligent) agents with char-
acteristics of cooperation and decentralization. All agents act towards their objective(s) 
in a shared environment, and is able to communicate each other to coordinate their 
actions. As the agents often work under complex circumstances, limitations of the hard-
ware that include limited passive sensing and active communication capabilities are 
likely to be present. As a result of the localization conditions above, the agents need to 
cooperate in a distributed manner. Formation control, which is one of the most actively 
studied topics within the domain of multi-agent systems, generally aims to drive mul-
tiple agents to reach and maintain a desired formation. Formation control systems have 
wide applications such as transportations, logistics, search and rescue, surveillance, 
military patrolling. 

Depending on the agents’ sensing and interaction capabilities, a variety of formation 
control problems and some applications will be introduced in this talk. Specifically, we 
will provide the analysis and design of distributed formation control strategies under 
passive sensing and active communication, respectively. To perform formations under 
complex circumstances, collision avoidance and system robustness problems are also 
discussed. Examples are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed tech-
niques. 
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